Take Home Activity

1. Ask your child: Find a picture of something that is __________ (choose one of the words below). What is the opposite of __________? Can you find something that is ______________? For example: Find a picture of something that is soft. Yes, that’s right – a mitten is soft. What is the opposite of soft? That’s right – it’s hard. Can you find something that is hard? Great! Mitten is soft, but tractor is hard.

2. Look for examples of these opposites around your home:
   - Heavy – Light
   - Soft – Hard
   - Clean – Dirty
   - Big – Small
   - Smooth – Bumpy
   - Wet – Dry
   - Fast – Slow
   - Tall – Short
   - Quiet – Loud
   - Hot – Cold
   - Wide – Narrow
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3. Cut out these pictures and sort them into opposites.

![Picture of rain and boots]

![Picture of cracked ground]

![Picture of a sink and faucet]

![Picture of a rice field and people]

![Picture of fire and coals]

![Picture of ice cubes]

![Picture of a girl with her finger on her lips]